
Why the quantitative isotope tests were not conducted for nitrate detection in 

“Electrochemical Oxidation of Nitrogen towards Direct Nitrate Production on Spinel Oxides” 

  

The electrochemical nitrogen fixation in recent years mainly focuses on the ammonia 

synthesis from the nitrogen reduction reaction (NRR). Despite the progress achieved, this 

method typically suffers from low ammonia conversion: the ammonia produced is generally 

so small (usually no higher than 5 ppm) that the ammonia detected cannot be firmly attributed 

to electrochemical NRR rather than potential contamination1,2. To overcome this challenge, 

the quantitative isotope experiment, which uses isotopically labelled 15N2 gas and detects 

yielded 15NH3 with an isotope-sensitive method, is considered qualified to measure the 

ammonia produced from electrochemical nitrogen fixation. 

 

In addition to the NRR, the electrochemical nitrogen fixation by nitrogen oxidation reaction 

(NOR) to synthesize nitrate/nitric acid has been reported since last year3-7. In these papers, 

the detected nitrate concentrations from NOR are mostly obviously larger than ammonia 

concentrations measured from NRR. Particularly, the highest nitrate concentration detected 

preliminarily by IC in our work is around 100 ppm. These results topple the necessity of the 

isotope test for nitrate concentration measurement, as it is only obligatory when the product 

concentration is not significantly larger than the potential contamination. To further prove 

this statement, a series of control experiments have been conducted to measure and exclude 

the influence from possible contamination. In details, control electrolysis experiment under 

Ar at same applied potential has been performed to measure the potential-dependent 

contamination from carbon paper, leaching/decomposition of catalyst/support, impurities in 

the electrolyte chemicals, etc; control experiments by purging N2/Ar without electrolysis for 

same duration has also been performed to measure the leakage from atmosphere, impurities 

adsorbed on electrodes/reactors and in electrolyte chemicals, etc. These control experiments 

have been performed for every test parameter, and the nitrate yield concentration is 

calculated based on the Equation 1 in the paper. 
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where [NO�
�]����� is the nitrate concentration produced through NOR used for FE and yield 

rate calculation; [NO�
�]�����,��,��  and [NO�

�]�����,��,���  are the nitrate concentrations 

produced in N2-saturated 1 M KOH throughout CA and under OCP, respectively; 

[NO�
�]�����,��,��  and [NO�

�]�����,��,���  are the nitrate concentrations produced in Ar-

saturated 1 M KOH throughout CA and under OCP, respectively. 

 

The concentrations of nitrate, after extracting the contamination obtained by those control 

experiments, are still at a relatively high level (as shown in the Figure 3c in the paper). As a 

matter of fact, the quantitative isotope tests in some of the most recent papers5,7 on 

electrochemical nitrogen oxidation reaction (NOR) also show that the influence of impurity is 

limited when the nitrate concentration is at a high level. Therefore, the obtained nitrate 

concentrations of NOR in our paper are reliable even without the isotope tests. 

 



 

Figure 3c. Comparison of the nitrate concentrations yielded in N2-saturated and Ar-saturated 

1 M KOH throughout chronoamperometry at 1.5 V and 1.6 V vs. RHE and under OCP 
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